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Abstract: The modern and very accurate means for recording air mass movement direction 
and speed on planetary level, point out a dominant E-W direction. Nevertheless, this 
movement is false. The earth rotates, together with its atmosphere, from W to E, with a 
speed of 1,669.79 km/h at the equator. The atmosphere is not solidary to the earth, and 
registers a delay, a lower speed, caused by inertia. The easterlies do not always represent a 
real movement of the air mass towards west, but this is the way we perceive such a 
movement. The easterlies caused by this rotation difference (inertia) are predominant under 
the conditions of small pressure differences between the baric centers . It is the case of the 
doldrums. In the areas where the baric centers are already developed, their interaction is 
obvious. These contrast baric centers are actually the main energy engines of the 
atmospheric dynamics. They cause the wind intensity and direction. The circular shape of 
the wind vectors in the areas situated beyond the doldrums is the result of the Coriolis 
phenomenon (“force”). Within the equatorial easterlies, the Coriolis Effect is practically 
absent. Therefore, the wind vectors keep the E-W direction unaltered. The hydrosphere is 
not solidary to the earth either, but it has almost the same rotation speed as the earth 
because water is captured in smaller or larger depressions of the crust. 
 
Keywords: atmosphere dynamics, Earth and atmosphere speed rotation, EW direction of 
planetary atmospheric circulation, Coriolis phenomenon. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The modern and highly accurate methods used for measuring and 
registering the direction and speed of the air masses on planetary scale have shown 
a dominant trend from East to West. These measurements are made by the use of 
LIDAR techniques, with sophisticated machinery installed on satellites and are 
separated on three atmospheric altitudinal levels: inferior (between base level and 
700 Mb), middle (between 700 and 400 Mb) and superior (over 400 Mb). These 
measurements are made by specialized institutions from the USA, published on the 
NOAA sites and afterwards used by other European institutions. Some of these 
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data are quite a novelty and of significant importance for uncovering and 
establishing some aspects of the atmospheric circulation on almost any spatial 
levels, even more as their apparition is old enough to provide medium values 
whose analysis meets the research standards from meteorology, climatology or 
hydrology; disciplines which are of interest for our domain (geography). 
 
II. THE PROBLEM 
In the following we shall analyze a few images (Fig. 1) which will open 
our path to the final conclusion. We express our regret, since the technical methods 
available for us do not allow for the use of animated images, which would illustrate 
more precisely and convincingly the phenomena we are referring to. 
In fig. 1a, constructed using data transmitted by the high performance 
satellites, the wind vectors are marked on three altitudinal levels in different colors 
for each level. Looking at this image we are surprised by the E-W direction 
dominance. For now we bear in mind that in the equatorial area (the equatorial 
belt) the wind vectors are relatively scarce and of low value, with some 
differentiation of a few small groups along this belt. We are in an area of equatorial 
“calm”. We mention also that we are in the month of August, so in full boreal 
summer. Consequently, the equatorial “calm” belt is moved to the North, quite 
much. This aspect was analyzed by us in a previous paper (Hârjoabă, 2010). The 
synoptic map in fig. 1c made for the same date (August 2
nd
, 2010), shows the same 
phenomena as fig. 1a. Fig. 1c is however a synoptic map, in which the atmospheric 
pressure cores, being very weak, are depicted using the symbol L. These cores are 
equatorial convection cells, which, as we will see later on, are moving E-W. The 
satellite photographic image registered at the same date (August 2
nd
, 2010) also 
shows the specific character of the atmospheric dynamics in the belt of equatorial 
“cyclones” – fig. 1b. We used quotes for the term cyclone. We shall not use this 
term anymore. We prefer the term convection columns, which expresses the reality 
adequately. In the equatorial belt the atmospheric conditions do not allow for 
cyclones to form. Here the Coriolis “force” phenomenon is basically null.  
The gyratory movement of these columns appears and it develops them 
into cyclones, only when leaving the equatorial belt area. At the base of the 
convection columns there is some turbulence, weaker on the surface of the ocean 
and a bit more consistent on the continent, where the underlying surface is 
incomparably more complex. This fact was quantified by us in a previous paper 
(Hârjoabă, 2010) and perceived live in the four years of stay in Democratic 
Republic of Congo (Kinshasa). 
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1a 1b 
1c 
Fig.1 General aspects of the atmospheric circulation made for the same date but using 
different methods (1a- satellite images, 1b synoptic - maps, 1c - satellite measurements) 
The absence of cyclones in the equatorial belt was noticed also by the 
“guru” among the French geographers (Gourou, 1970). For now we bear in mind 
that within the equatorial calm belt there is however a specific dynamic of the 
atmosphere, expressed by a slow horizontal movement of the air mass in its whole 
and ascending convective movements which give rise to low pressure cores, shown 
by cylindrical cloud masses. From the above stated we have seen that there is a 
dominance of the general atmospheric circulation from East to West and that 
within the equatorial belt this dominance is virtually absolute. In fig. 2, we have 
chosen a set of four synoptic maps and four satellite photographic images for four 
consecutive days, from the area of the Pacific Ocean, which confirm the existence 
of the eastern atmospheric flux. On other occasion, we have presented images 
which confirm this phenomenon also in the Atlantic Ocean area (Hârjoabă, 2010). 
At that time, the unique cause which explains this phenomenon was not analysed – 
which we hope to accomplish with this paper. The series of images in fig. 2, were 
arranged in pairs (synoptic map – satellite image) for each day and one of the 
convection columns (located towards the right edge of the satellite images, was 
marked with the symbol X). Accordingly, we hope that we will be convincing for 
the authenticity of this phenomenon.  
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Fig. 2 Set of synoptic maps and satellite images (satellite photographs) which confirm the 
Eastern equatorial flux in the Pacific Ocean 
 
From the images made using the measurements obtained from the 
specialized satellites in the last three years, we can observe that, apart from the 
equatorial belt, the atmospheric circulation is very complex and violent. We will 
not dwell into this fact, since it is well known. We notice instead that sometimes in 
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some particular regions, located North or South of the Equator, the Eastern 
dominance appears. It is known that the main engine driving the atmospheric 
dynamics is the atmospheric pressure difference between the cyclone areas and the 
anticyclone areas. 
 Fig. 3 allows deducting a relationship between between the Eastern 
dominance and the wind vectors which are caused by the anticyclone-cyclone 
barometric contrast. In order to understand the relationships of the Eastern 
dominance with the stronger or weaker cyclones and anticyclones which impose 
through their presence beyond the equatorial belt (especially in the temperate 
region), we grouped in fig. 3 a set of paired images, each pair for the same date, in 
satellite origin or regular synoptic maps. We remind that the satellite images 
contain wind vectors for the three atmospheric altitudinal levels, while the synoptic 
maps are made only using ground level data. As a first observation, in all of the 
eight images from fig. 3, in the equatorial belt the wind vectors are basically 
aligned only on the E-W direction and are linear. In the other regions, by means of 
parallel analysis of each of the images pairs, we can see that the wind vectors from 
the satellite images have a circular array, indicating an anticlockwise or clockwise 
movement which on the corresponding synoptic map pairs appear as cyclone and 
anticyclone areas. As known, in the atmospheric dynamics, the so called Coriolis 
“force” takes part (Coriolis, 1832; Coriolis, 1835). We consider some necessary 
statements in this matter. We will not do an analysis of the works of Coriolis 
because we do not have the necessary qualification in the fields of mathematics and 
physics. However some statements are imperious in order to adequately understand 
some aspects from the atmospheric dynamics. Such statements are supported by the 
works published by specialists in physics (especially quantum mechanics), 
mathematics and even geophysics (Durran, 1993; Persson, 1998). 
Coriolis discovered, analyzed and mathematically substantiated the 
complex relationships existing in a system composed of freely moving bodies or in 
random machinery, especially the ones implying rotation movements, such as 
hydraulic installations. The works of Coriolis are of great interest for the mechanic 
engineering. Later on they were used also for explaining some phenomena from 
meteorology and hydrology. Applying the theory of Coriolis in these two fields of 
science gave rise to some confusion. As seen above, in his work from 1832, which 
is the most ample, Coriolis uses even in the title the term “living forces”. In his 
second work (Coriolis, 1835), he explains his appraisal of “forces” and most 
importantly, he uses the term “inertia” instead of “forces”. Because of this, Durran 
(1993) uses the term “inertia” (inertial oscillation) when analysing the implication 
of gravity and not only of the Earth’s rotation over a given volume of the 
atmospheric cover or over other freely moving bodies in space. 
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Fig. 3 Set of figures showing the relationship between the Eastern wind dominance 
and the wind vectors resulted from the cyclone-anticyclone interaction, under the 
influence of the Coriolis phenomenon 
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The atmosphere is very unstable by its very complex physicochemical 
structure. The main energetic engine of its dynamics is, as known, the pressure 
difference between the cyclone and anticyclone areas. In this process other 
elements are also involved. On the synoptic maps, the wind vectors are not always 
aligned on certain directions. In most of the cases, because of the interference of 
the Coriolis phenomenon, they form specific circular patterns. We state here that 
the Coriolis phenomenon does not determine the movement, it is not an energy 
source, it is not a “force”. The Coriolis phenomenon is produced by the Earth’s 
rotation and it applies only to bodies which are already in movement, driven by 
some energy sources. There are also secondary phenomena which interfere in the 
atmosphere’s dynamics, such as gravity or temperature. However, all these 
phenomena are not enough to explain the atmospheric dynamics specificity in the 
equatorial belt. 
The E-W “movement” in this belt is explicable also by its relationships 
with the Earth’s crust. The atmosphere is not an uniform layer of the Earth. It is a 
free cover, bounded to the Earth by gravity but not “glued” to its crust. It revolves 
in the same way as the Earth’s rotation, namely W to E, because of the initial 
impulse and the friction appearing at the contact with the rest of the Earth’s 
surface. Not being unitary with the latter, there is the possibility of a speed 
difference in the atmosphere’s rotation compared to the rest of the globe, an inertia, 
a lag of the atmosphere, which we perceive as a false movement. If we are placed 
on a random point across the Earth’s crust, in an area of atmospheric calm, we, the 
machinery on Earth or from the satellites, feel, respectively record, a certain 
movement of air, but not because the atmosphere is coming towards us, but 
because we catch up with it and we pass through it since we are moving faster in 
the same direction. 
The E to W movement was emphasized in fig. 2, using maps and satellite 
images from the Pacific. We attach also a set of images (fig. 4) from the Atlantic 
Ocean, in order to emphasize the general character of this phenomenon but also 
because the NOAA specialized research centers have made measurements which 
were also published, giving us the possibility to calculate the speed at which the 
convection columns from the equatorial belt continuously shift their position 
(geographical coordinates). In other words, we emphasize the existence of an E-W 
atmospheric flux. The satellite images in fig. 4 were made by a NOAA satellite at 
an interval of 6 hours, starting on the 26th August 2009, 18:15 (fig. 4a), until the 
28th of August 2009, 12:15 (fig. 4h). As stated on a previous paper (Hârjoabă, 
2010), the average moving speed of the convection columns from the equatorial 
flux is about 25km/h. In fig.4a-4h, we have selected a convection column which 
has a better representation and marked it with the letter X, for easier tracking. 
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Fig. 4 Successive satellite images which confirm the Eastern equatorial atmospheric flux in 
the Atlantic Ocean 
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The Eastern equatorial flux is a reality whose genesis is not justified 
merely by the rotation difference of the Earth’s crust. The Western movement of 
the air mass from the equatorial belt is stimulated also by the specific circulation of 
the air from the tropical anticyclone areas which are located sideways along the 
equatorial belt. On their periphery towards the equator, because of the Coriolis 
phenomenon, the air takes an E-W direction, favorable for the equatorial flux. We 
mention that the movement speed of the equatorial flux indicated above, varies in 
time and space, depending on the weaker or stronger character of the tropical 
anticyclones. As already mentioned, the friction between the atmosphere and the 
underlying surface is also a factor influencing the movement speed of the 
equatorial flux in its whole, as is the speed difference between the atmosphere and 
the Earth’s crust. On the oceanic surfaces the friction is lower. Accordingly, the 
atmospheric inertia is greater and the speed difference atmosphere-solid ground 
rises. On the continents, the friction is greater, so the speed difference decreases. 
On this aspect, the hydrosphere has an advantage over the atmosphere. It is 
prisoner in the great oceanic basin depressions, seas and lacustrine depressions, 
virtually possessing no difference between its rotation speed and the rotation of the 
Earth’s crust. We mention here that in rivers, the Coriolis phenomenon is involved, 
because the river’s water is driven in motion by the effect of a force with a 
different origin: gravity. The Coriolis phenomenon is involved also in the dynamics 
of the water from the aquatic basins, such as in the case of marine currents which 
are set in motion by wind, temperature difference, salinity difference, etc. but not 
by the Coriolis “force”. 
 
III. CONCLUSION 
 To conclude, we believe in the existence of a speed difference between the 
Earth’s crust rotation and the rotation of its atmospheric layer, difference expressed 
by false Easterlies but which are perceived and registered as such. This speed 
difference has the greatest value at the Equator and it gradually decreases towards 
North or South, as the diameter of the Earth decreases; thus becoming null at the 
poles. We consider that the phenomenon presented in this paper requires a proper 
re-evaluation of the general circulation of the terrestrial atmosphere. 
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